
AN EMPOWERING AND ACHIEVABLE WAY TO REACH YOUR GOALS



Why WAG’s approach to Goal Setting?

It’s clear that when done correctly, goal setting can help us achieve more while feeling happier and more confident 
along the way. Seems like a no-brainer.

Because of its implications in the health, education and business fields, there’s a mountain of research on the topic of 
goal setting. While there are hundreds of different ways to go about it, for the purposes of this manual, we’ll distill it 
down to only the most important for the application of your nutrition and fitness goals.

What the Research Shows:

• Setting goals leads to a greater sense of ownership over your behaviors, which can increase your natural 
motivation. [1]

• Goal setting can lead to higher achievement. [2]

• Achieving goals can increase self-efficacy which gives you greater control over your behaviors — leading to 
bigger and bigger achievements. [3]

• The challenge or meaning attached to goals can even lead to a greater sense of interest, joy and pride. [4]

• In pursuit of larger goals, the accomplishment of subgoals can decrease feelings of anxiety, disappointment 
and frustration,  increasing the likelihood of accomplishing the larger goal. [3]

 
Different Types of Goal Setting

Instructor Goal Setting takes place when the instructor, coach or leader defines the long-term learning objectives to 
the client or student. This type of goal setting can be useful because in general people are more likely to seek feedback 
when we have clear objectives [5].

Self-Set Goal Setting takes place when you set a goal for yourself. Creating your own goals often leads to greater 
ownership over the goal, which is called the “endowment effect” leading to greater motivation [6] and commitment to 
the goal [7]. This is the type of goals we will be focusing on in the following pages.

Outcome goals highlight a specific desired result such as losing 15 lbs or getting down to 10% bodyfat. It doesn’t appear 
that outcome based goals alone are ever the best answer. However, we’ll show you how and when they can be most 
effective.

Procedural goals are strategies that clients may use to achieve a goal such as how to get through the holidays while 
sticking to your macros or how to prevent hunger from derailing you. 

Long Term goals are any goals that seem to be “way out in the future.” Like outcome goals, these are never sufficient 
without accompanying short terms goals and strategies for accomplishing those goals.  However, when coupled with 
the right strategies for achievement they can improve motivation and persistence.
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Short Term goals, often called sub- or micro-goals, are goals that set in the near future such as an hour, day, week or 
even month. They have been found to be more motivating than long term ones [3] and can be especially useful for 
beginners to have success early and to build self-efficacy [8].

How to Do Goal Setting the Right Way

There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to goal setting, but it seems that they all have application at some point in all 
of our lives. When starting, it’s actually best to use a combination of them all. Here’s a process you can use, but be 
willing to deviate from the process when you need to.

1. Long Term Goal
 
Start out with the outcome goal, which should also be a long term goal.  It’s much better if this is specific rather than 
vague, [9] such as losing 15 lbs rather than “getting leaner.” This will likely motivate you more.
 
It’s also important to ask yourself “Why” you want to accomplish this goal. We’re much more likely to persevere 
through the tough times if we are clear about the meaning of our goals [10].
 
If you don’t have a long-term goal, ask yourself why you’re interested in improving your nutrition in the first place. 
 
2. Short Term Goal
 
Next, identify short term goals that are challenging [11] but doable. The goal (no pun intended) with these is to build 
a sense of success right off the bat. That is why one of the first things we often recommend to our clients is just to 
track what you’re already eating. This is a challenge because they have to spend the time learning a new skill, but 
totally doable because they don’t have to change what they’re eating yet. 
 
The next step could be to track a single macro for a week, drink 1 less coca cola per day or anything else relevant to 
your life and diet. “Little by little, a little becomes a lot.”
 
3. Process
 
When asked about his general thoughts on goal setting with his athletes the Mental Skills Coach of the Boston Red 
Sox and Cleveland Browns, Justin Su’a, says that “The key to achieving goals is creating high performance habits 
that will produce high performance results.”
 
Once you’ve identified the long term and short term goal it’s imperative that you identify the procedural goal. In 
other words, what is the process or strategy for getting there? What habits do you need to cultivate? This is where 
having a coach will be the most help. No one has trouble saying “I want to lose 10lbs,” or “I want to stop eating out.” 
What they need help with is identifying the strategies for actually doing those things. 
 
A nutrition coach and expert at Working Against Gravity can help you with this, since they’ve successfully worked 
with so many types of clients, it’s likely that they can help you find a strategy based on what they’ve seen work in 
the past. 
 
For example, if the long term goal is to lose 15 lbs in 6 months, and the first short term goal is to weigh and measure 
all of your food for the first week, then a Process could be:



• Meal prep on Sunday night to save time and make it easier to track during the week
• Pre-program dinner into MyFitnessPal each night since dinner tends to be challenging for many people
• Eat only at home for that first week to prevent the challenge of tracking at a restaurant that early on
• Alternate cooking and tracking meals with a spouse to share some of the responsibility

4. Assess and Reassess
 
Once you’ve identified and set your goals and strategies, continue to assess your progress towards the goal each week. 
Look for two things:
 
a.  Progress that you’ve made towards the goal. Look at all of the different possible measures of progress like the scale, 
mirror, energy, mood, sleep, etc. Do your best to find at least one form of progress that you’ve made to keep yourself 
positive and confident in your ability to succeed.
 
b. Breakdowns in strategy or ways that you see you can be EVEN better. After you’ve celebrated something that 
you’re doing well, then find something that you can improve on. In this step, be careful not to discount the thing 
that you’re doing well when finding ways to improve. Three questions that can help you identify the cause of the 
breakdowns are:
 

• What logistical constraints are making it difficult for you to achieve your goals?
• What behaviors are making it difficult for you to achieve your goals?
• Who is making it difficult for you to achieve your goals?

 
This step is one of the most powerful ways you can help yourself and one of the reasons that our system works for so 
many people. 

Having an objective coach support you on goal review and process check-ins allows you to simply do the thing instead 
of manage both the action and the planning. So many of the athletes and customers at WAG talk about their success 
simply ‘outsourcing the objectivity’ of transforming their body. Our customers are great at following their coaches 
instructions, so they can live more in the moment.
 
 
5. Goal Completion or Incompletion
 
One of two things will always happen in regards to your goals. You will either complete them or you will not.
 
If completed, then set new, challenging goals following the same process as before. This can simply be the same goal 
but bigger (lose 30 lbs instead of 15) or a completely different goal altogether.
 
If you don’t meet your goal, then simply reassess. You can try to identify what prevented you from meeting the goal 
objectively, however it’s difficult to have that level of clarity on your own life. More importantly this is a great time 
to set new goals. Based on the previous experience, you will be able to make better ones. Follow the same process as 
before. 



What next?
 
This process can and should continue for your entire life, as long as you keep a “growth mindset.” You may reach your 
long-term goals or goals may change altogether. Most people’s goals will start with aesthetic and performance goals, 
but over time may change to areas like career, relationships, and other areas of personal development.  You have a 
unique opportunity to be your own cheerleader in working towards any goals you choose through simply holding 
yourself accountable.

If you’re ready to get started on defining your own goals for your future, see the accompanying worksheet. The first 
page shows you a completed worksheet, while the second is left blank. Print off a few copies of the blank worksheet 
and fill it out somewhere private. Think deeply about WHY you’re interested in achieving new goals. Be objective and 
be selfish. Remember, when you’re making progress in your life, you provide a tailwind that encourages others around 
you to better their best.

If you’d like help in defining your goals and  having an expert to keep you dialed into the process of achievement, sign 
up for Working Against Gravity. We’ve helped over 10,000 people transform their bodies and we would love the 
opportunity to support you in your transformation.

Sign up here: www.workingagainstgravity.com.
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The purpose of this worksheet is to help you set and reach your goals. According to Justin Su’a, Boston 
Red Sox Mental Performance Coach, a person is more likely to achieve a goal when it’s purpose driven, 
and a person is over 50% more likely to overcome obstacles when they anticipate them and have a plan for 
them. In this approach to goal setting we encourage you to set a big goal, and then reverse engineer the 
high performance habits it will take to achieve it.  Su’a and other experts clearly state that our success lies 
in the creation of these habits rather than the goals themselves.

Here’s an example of how to approach the questions:

BIG GOAL:
I want to lose 20 pounds.

WHY?
I want to lose the weight because being lighter will increase my confidence.

WHY?
Not only will it increase my confidence but being lighter will help me perform better in the gym and give me extra 
energy to play with my kids.

WHY?
That increased energy playing with my kids will help me live a longer, healthier, and happier life so I can set a 
great example for them.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE OBSTACLES I WILL FACE?
Time to go to the gym.
The seven wedding invitations on my fridge.
My sweet tooth.   

SUPPORTING GOALS (HIGH PERFORMANCE HABITS): 
Work out for AT LEAST 10 minutes a day.
Drink 90 oz of water a day.
Always have healthy snacks by my desk.
Have a big, healthy meal before going to each wedding. 

GOAL COMPLETION DATE:
August 1, 2018



An empowering and achievable way to approach setting and reaching your goals. 
Now it’s your turn!

BIG GOAL: 

WHY DO I WANT TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL? 

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE OBSTACLES I WILL FACE? 

SUPPORTING GOALS: 

GOAL COMPLETION DATE:



REACH YOUR GOALS WITH WAG

The accountability of having a nutrition coach could be just what you need to keep your goals in focus and, 
ultimately, celebrate on your “Goal Completion Date.” 

With Working Against Gravity, you’ll learn how to navigate every situation life throws your way with 
confidence and control of your nutrition. 

Our one-on-one program has helped over 10,000 people become healthier and happier versions of 
themselves. You next?

JOIN NOW AT WORKINGAGAINSTGRAVITY.COM. 

http://workingagainstgravity.com/shop/join



